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CHARACTERIZATION OF A P W  : DEPENDENCE ON COVERAGE FRACTION 
R. D. Lorenz, Lunar and Planetary Lab., Department of Planetary Sciences, University of Arizona, 
Tucson, AZ 85721-0092, USA. 

I investigate, by means of numerical experiments and a real-time quiz of colleagues (to be repeated at 
the poster presentation associated with this abstract), how well-characterized a planet may be 
considered, as a function of how much of its surface has been studied. Most measures seem to indicate 
that characterization quality increases steeply up to about 30% coverage. Beyond 30%, additional 
coverage has a lower marginal value as a 'complete' knowledge of the surface is asymptotically 
reached. These studies are pertinent where tradeoffs of coverage against other scientific objectives 
exist, for example the orbital tour design of the Cassini mission. The tour design affects how much of 
Titan's surface (after the Galileo mission, Titan's surface becomes the largest mappable, but unmapped, 
area in the solar system) may be covered by the Cassini radar. The mission has too few flybys to cover 
all of Titan's surface: the Radar team aims to have 30% coverage at lkm resolution or better. I also find 
that long, thin swaths sample a planet better than square blocks of equivalent area. 

The initial spacecraft reconnaissance of Mars 1965-1967, by the Mariner 4, 6 and 7 flyby missions, gave 
planetary scientists the mistaken impression that Mars was similar to the Moon 111. This impression 
was only revised when the remarkably diverse array of Martian terrains was revealed by the orbiter 
Mariner 9 and thereafter, Viking. Thus somewhere between the few percent coverage pre-1969 and the 
near-complete coverage after 1972 - see figure 1, we learned what Mars is really like. 
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To investigate this phenomenon, I generated maps of topography (Mars and Earth) and 940nm surface 
albedo (Titan), using data binned into 3Ox3O grids, between f60° latitude (i.e. 120x40 array elements). 
These maps were shown to the subjects, and were visible throughout the test, although blatant 
matching was discouraged. I then generated a number (- 25) of 'masked' maps. These maps were 
generated by (a)taking at random one of the three maps e.g. fig2a, then (b) flipping about the vertical 
or horizontal axes (or both) (c) shifting left or right by a random amount,and (dl masking by a template 
to show only a fraction of the shifted map (fig2c). The templates were generated by overlaying linear 
swaths, random in orientation and location, but 3-6 data elements wide, and 30 long - fig2b. (For Titan, 
these dimensions correspond roughly to the length and width of a typical Cassini SAR swath.) 

Fig.2 (a) Earth topography, on linear lat-long grid. (b) Swath pattern example (13% coverage) 
(c) Masked map (Earth, 51% coverage) (d) surface divided into 16 random terrains. 
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Subjects (mostly graduate students at LPL) were shown masked maps, chosen with no particular order 
(either by planet or fraction shown) and invited to guess which of the three planets it was. No formal 
time limit was given, but if no guess was made after 15-20 seconds, subjects were encouraged to move on. 
The scores for the different maps (1 for correct 0 for incorrect : 0.33 for 'don't know') were averaged over 
the 12 subjects and plotted in the figure 3a below. As random guesses should not produce results better or 
worse than (1/3) this level is shown as the 'chance' level. The line is a 10-point moving average, 
ignoring sub-chance points. 

Subjects reported that only a few key features guided their guesses, most notably the large bright spot 
on Titan, and the Tharsis volcanos on Mars. If the revealed areas failed to include these features, scores 
fell. There is a clear change in slope at about 30% coverage - above that value, scores are 80% or better, 
increasing asymptotically to 100%; below that value, scores decrease almost linearly to the chance 
level. Increasing the fraction shown brings worthwhile returns up to 30%, after that it becomes more 
'expensive' in covergae terms to get better results. Some maps shown consistently 'fooled' subjects, by 
resembling the 'wrong' planet, especially if (see above) key features were not shown. It is of note that 
such points (those responsible for the 'sub-chance' points) only occur below 30% coverage. 

What is 'magical' about this 30% figure? A clue may be obtained by generating a surface divided up 
into 16 random terrains (fig. 2d). If this is then sampled by swath patterns as before, and the number of 
terrains for which the swath pattern covers l/lOth of their areas is counted (in Titan's case, with 
expected crater densities of -200 per million km2, this level of sampling would allow at least a crude 
estimate of the relative age of the terrains) , then a broadly similar-function, with a break in slope at 
-30% coverage, is found (figure 3b). 
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Figure 3. (a) shows results of the 'pop quiz'. (b) is the result of the numerical tests (several hundred 
trials of different terrains and swath patterns) for the sampling of random terrains (figure 2d). Solid 
squares are for swath patterns as in figure 2b. Crosses are for coverage using 30' square blocks. 

Some trials were conducted with sampling patterns using square (30°x30') blocks of coverage, rather 
than thin swaths: such block coverage resembles the coverage obtained from an optical imaging mosaic. 
Subjects reported being 'happier' with these (perhaps a psychological effect; certainly traditional 
regional geology uses 'block' coverage), although the few quiz data so far indicate no significant 
improvement in performance. The numerical tests of sampling suggest block coverage is in fact poorer 
than swaths (figure 3b) - a terrain is more likely to be missed in incomplete block coverage than by 
swaths with the same level of coverage. A previous study [41 noted that long, thin swaths have a much 
larger sampling area for finding large craters. 
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